NOTES FROM STRIKEFIELD
PHILADELPHIA TRANSIT COMPANY DESPERATE OVER SERVICE.

Mayor and Police Prevent Tantara
Hailing Passengers—Younger's Figure
Killed Out Are Falsely Reported.

Younger's Father Sues—Rocks Seeks—Prints Deceitful Story.

Philadelphia, March 18.—The Phila-
adelphia police, who have treated the
municipal strike as a crimminal matter
and not as a protest by the workers, have
answered the young strike leaders rep-
dentiously. Burns, Younger, and Kelly
are in jail. The police have paid little
heed to the story that the union was
subversive as a labor organization.

The strike, which is a battle to the
end, will not be a battle in which the
strikers will be defeated. The police
have treated the men as criminals
without a trial and without evidence.

The union leaders, who are young
men of the worker class, have been
sentenced to prison for their association
with a labor organization.
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AUSTRALIAN COAL STRIKE

FACT AND FICTION

JULIETT FROM FIELD OF MINERS' STRIKE IN ANTIOCH.

Washington, March 29.—More than 1,300 strikers have lived up to their threat of going underground in the coal mines of southern Illinois.

Chicago, March 29.—The coal strike, which now centers in southern Illinois, shows no sign of abating. The miners continue to maintain their blockade of the mines, and the situation appears to be critical.

Bourbon Notions of Selling Value Knocked Out.

The closing of a boiler which was used in the processing of the ore, however, has caused a temporary halt in the operation. The workmen are now working on the new development, and it is expected that production will resume soon.

The closing of the boiler was necessitated by the fact that the water supply was insufficient to cool the engines. The workmen were forced to stop work until the water supply was replenished.

The situation is serious, and the workers are determined to continue their strike until their demands are met.

New York. March 29.—The coal strike in southern Illinois continues to spread. The miners are now threatening to go on strike in other parts of the state.

The strike began in southern Illinois, but it has now spread to other parts of the state. The miners are demanding higher wages and better working conditions.

Secretary of the Interior, A. C. Moore, has appealed to the miners to return to work, but they have rejected his offer.

The situation is critical, and the strike threatens to spread to other parts of the state.

SECTION CALENDAR.

The strike is expected to last several weeks, and the miners are determined to continue their fight for better working conditions.

The miners' union is well organized, and the workers are well prepared for a long strike.

The strike is expected to cause considerable hardship to the residents of southern Illinois, and the situation is likely to continue for some time.

The miners are determined to continue their fight until their demands are met, and the situation is likely to remain critical for some time.
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The value of the American farmer is being sustained by money. The money in the pocket of the American farmer is the money in the pocket of the American manufacturer. In order to utilize these funds for the purpose of manufacturing and distributing food, an agricultural depression would result, and the depression would be accompanied by a decline in the value of the farmer's property. The farmer's property is the farmer's livelihood. The farmer's livelihood is the farmer's life. The farmer's life is the farmer's existence. The farmer's existence is the farmer's destiny. The farmer's destiny is the farmer's future. The farmer's future is the farmer's hope. The farmer's hope is the farmer's enthusiasm. The farmer's enthusiasm is the farmer's energy. The farmer's energy is the farmer's strength. The farmer's strength is the farmer's success. The farmer's success is the farmer's prosperity. The farmer's prosperity is the farmer's security. The farmer's security is the farmer's happiness. The farmer's happiness is the farmer's contentment. The farmer's contentment is the farmer's peace. The farmer's peace is the farmer's joy. The farmer's joy is the farmer's satisfaction. The farmer's satisfaction is the farmer's pride. The farmer's pride is the farmer's respect. The farmer's respect is the farmer's honor. The farmer's honor is the farmer's dignity. The farmer's dignity is the farmer's virtue. The farmer's virtue is the farmer's character. The farmer's character is the farmer's integrity. The farmer's integrity is the farmer's honesty. The farmer's honesty is the farmer's truth. The farmer's truth is the farmer's sincerity. The farmer's sincerity is the farmer's faith. The farmer's faith is the farmer's devotion. The farmer's devotion is the farmer's love. The farmer's love is the farmer's kindness. The farmer's kindness is the farmer's charity. The farmer's charity is the farmer's generosity. The farmer's generosity is the farmer's benevolence. The farmer's benevolence is the farmer's benevolence. The farmer's benevolence is the farmer's benevolence. The farmer's benevolence is the farmer's benevolence. The farmer's benevolence is the farmer's benevolence.